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Oracle Account Reconciliation (ARCS) | Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC)

Summary
Midwest Holding adopted Oracle Cloud ERP/EPM applications to scale performance, 
streamline reporting to get insights into their data, take effective business decisions, and 
integrate with other third-party applications.

Business challenges
Midwest wanted a proper cloud-based solution that would have enabled them to create 
separate organization structures under one consolidated entity and to provide an ability to 
have inter-organization transfers between them.

One of the significant challenges was bringing together the entities of Planning/Budgeting, 
Account Reconciliation, and Financial Consolidation/Close processes resulting in longer 
processing time for the fiscal close processes. Traditionally, manual methods (excel based) 
were used for financial reporting, and hence there was a need to increase efficiency and 
productivity utilizing a modern connected tool for enterprise planning.

Why Midwest Chose Oracle
Midwest chose Oracle for its integrated Oracle Fusion Cloud finance, Enterprise Performance 
Management applications, and the Oracle Integration Cloud tool for seamless connectivity.

Overall Results
After the implementation, the organization operated under a consolidated entity with all 
the business processes automated under the Oracle Cloud applications. It integrated all 
the operational processes as well as standardized the business functions. It also provided 
analytical insights from the operational data helping the organization understand and report 
on the specific business units.



Specific Results
• Before the implementation of Oracle Cloud, Midwest was utilizing manual integration with 

the FAST third-party system. As part of the Oracle Cloud implementation, OIC was used 
to automate the FAST System integration and create the journals automatically with all the 
required mappings.

• Integration with the Bank (Bank Statements) helped Midwest automate the Bank 
Reconciliation process.

• Integration with the bank was done to send the ACH / EFT/ Positive pay files to the bank, 
and this removed the manual process of creating the files and uploading them to the bank.

• Tracking supplier payments and Excel Upload for Invoices took care of manual processes of 
tracking the suppliers.

• Manual Tax was implemented along with the tax rules, which helped in the automatic 
calculation of the Tax.

• Fixed assets, especially regarding leasing assets, helped Midwest track all the leases and 
pay them automatically.

• Creating an effective plan using trend-based planning from the out-of-the-box configuration 
and adjustments made their planning process very efficient and immediately impacted their 
P&L statements.

• Variance analysis reports like Actual vs. Plan, Actual vs. Forecast, Plan vs. Forecast are being 
utilized for narrowing down impact areas and analyzing KPIs for their business. Also, delivered 
dashboards give a quick overview of all their KPIs and the ability to drill down to details.

• FCCS enabled GAAP and STAT reporting for the Midwest, making their overall reporting 
requirements simplified.

• Financial statements like Income Statements, Balance Sheet & Cash flow statements added 
a lot of value to Midwest, reducing the manual effort in creating these reports.

• Financial Close tasks enabled them to repeat their month-on-month functions in a clearly 
defined order and process them within timelines that were set up for each task

• Account Reconciliation helped Midwest to reconcile their third-party accounts.
• ARCS also enabled to quickly validate their Ledger to Sub-ledger balances reconciliation 

and narrow down only the high-risk accounts, including the ones that did not reconcile.

About Midwest Holding
Midwest operates as a capital-efficient life and annuity insurance holding organization. The Organization is 
a tech-enabled insurer that controls the allocation of risk capital while earning service fees for originating, 
distributing, and administrating insurance liability and asset management services. 

About Smart ERP Solutions
Smart ERP Solutions is an implementation partner that brought global expertise with certified specialists 
with round-the-clock support. Midwest and Smart ERP collaborated to deliver a solution that helped align 
with the client’s strategic value. 
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